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[1] Trapping mechanisms and slow diffusion in poorly connected porosities are well
modeled by several anomalous transport models including the Multi-Rate Mass Transfer
framework (MRMT). In MRMT, solutes in fast mobile advective zones are slowed down by
first-order exchanges with immobile zones. While MRMT models have been used
essentially for conservative transport, we investigate their relevance to reactive transport.
To this end, we analyze the influence of the structure of the diffusive porosity zone on the
distribution of concentrations within the immobile zone and on the reactivity of simple
precipitation/dissolution bimolecular reactions at equilibrium. We build Multi-Rate Mass
Transfer (MRMT) and Multiple INteracting Continua (MINC) models with equivalent
transport characteristics. Both models have the same mobile zone concentrations at any
time. They, however, differ by the connectivity structure of their immobile zones. MRMT
has a star-shaped connectivity structure with the mobile zone linked to all immobile zones
and acting as the sole exchanger. MINC has a chained-type connectivity where immobile
zones are mutually connected on a line. We show that both connectivity structures give the
same concentration variance whatever the model parameters, dimensionality, and initial
conditions. Reaction rates of bimolecular reaction at chemical equilibrium are also highly
similar but not equal as long as concentration gradients within the diffusive zone remain
low like in the uniform injection case, or at large times when high initial concentration
gradients have been reduced. For high initial immobile concentration gradients in the
diffusive zone, however, reaction rates are much lower in the star-shaped connectivity
structure (MRMT), and consequently depend on the organization of the immobile porosity
structure. Negative concentrations also occur in some of the immobile zones of the
equivalent MRMT as a result of the direct connection of the mobile and immobile zones.
While acceptable for conservative components, negative concentrations limit the relevance
of MRMT to model reactivity at high immobile concentration gradients. The concept of
immobile zone concentration should thus be taken with great care and systematically be
assessed.

Citation: de Dreuzy, J.-R., A. Rapaport, T. Babey, and J. Harmand (2013), Influence of porosity structures on mixing-induced

reactivity at chemical equilibrium in mobile/immobile Multi-Rate Mass Transfer (MRMT) and Multiple INteracting Continua (MINC)

models, Water Resour. Res., 49, 8511–8530, doi:10.1002/2013WR013808.

1. Introduction

[2] Solute exchanges between high and low-
permeability zones are recognized as one of the key factors

controlling solute transport in geological media. High-
permeability zones promote fast solute transport with a
dominance of advection over diffusion while transport is
much slower and essentially diffusive in the low-
permeability zones. Coexistence of these mobile and
immobile zones and exchanges between them critically
enhance solute spreading, breakthrough tailing and anoma-
lous non-Fickian transport [Benson et al., 2000; Berkowitz
et al., 2006; Bouchaud and Georges, 1990; Dentz and Ber-
kowitz, 2003; Neuman and Tartakovsky, 2009]. It is widely
observed in fractured media where the high-permeability
zones are long and highly transmissive fractures while the
low-permeability zones are the smaller fractures, the dead
ends of the fracture network as well as the surrounding
unfractured rock (matrix) [Andersson et al., 2004; Gouze
et al., 2008; Grisak and Pickens, 1980; McKenna et al.,
2001; Neretnieks, 1980; Shapiro, 2001]. It also prevails in
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porous media with high contrasts of lithologies [Haggerty
et al., 2004; LeBlanc et al., 1991; Sudicky, 1986], in
microscale inclusion models [Golfier et al., 2007; Zinn
et al., 2004] and in radial diffusion in soils [Rao et al.,
1980; Wu and Gschwend, 1986]. In fractured media, solute
transport has been based on structure-imitating approaches
like fracture-matrix concepts [Maloszewski and Zuber,
1985; Sudicky and Frind, 1982; Tang et al., 1981], Multi-
ple INteracting Continua (MINC) [Karimi-Fard et al.,
2006; Pruess and Narasimhan, 1985] and dual or triple-
porosity concepts [Magnico et al., 1993; Wu and Pruess,
2000; Wu et al., 2004]. Regarding inert solute transport,
these different approaches can all be accounted within the
Multiple-Rate Mass Transfer framework (MRMT) [Car-
rera et al., 1998; Ginn, 2009; Haggerty and Gorelick,
1995; Haggerty et al., 2000; Willmann et al., 2008].
MRMT models consist of mobile zones exchanging solutes
with several immobile zones according to a first-order
exchange law. Despite their simplicity, MRMT models are
highly general and can simultaneously model the interac-
tion with different structures of diffusive zones and even
different trapping mechanisms (e.g., diffusion in low-flow
zones and sorption) [Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995].
[3] The equivalence between the MRMT models and

the other fracture-matrix types of model is based on the
equality of the concentrations in the mobile zone and,
consequently, of the solute breakthrough curves [Hagg-
erty and Gorelick, 1995]. Fundamentally, the diffusion in
1-D, 2-D, and 3-D inclusions is solved analytically in the
Laplace domain, and the analytical solution is decom-
posed in partial fractions. Each partial fraction is further
interpreted as a first-order exchange between the concen-
tration in the mobile zone and an equivalent ‘‘virtual con-
centration’’ in the immobile zone. When keeping the
focus on the transport properties, the important quantity
is the concentration in the mobile zone and the status of
the immobile ‘‘virtual concentrations’’ does not have to
be further considered. However, it becomes a key issue
when addressing reactivity in the immobile zone. It is
tempting to use these immobile ‘‘virtual concentrations’’
as regular chemical concentrations of solutes that can be
handled as concentrations of chemical compounds that
can react chemically [Donado et al., 2009]. Nothing in
the construction of the MRMT however ensures this,
hence the term of ‘‘virtual concentration.’’ The equiva-
lence of Haggerty and Gorelick [1995] does not impli-
cate anything on the distribution of concentrations nor on
mixing capacities and reaction rates within the immobile
zones. While the flux of concentration between the
mobile and immobile zones is fully constrained, the con-
centration distributions in the immobile zones do not
have any reason to be similar.
[4] Intuitively, the immobile concentration distribution

does not only depend on the concentration in the mobile
zone but also on the topological structure of the immobile
zones, which are highly different in the MRMT and in the
other approaches. In the multiple-interacting model
(MINC), which can be considered as a discretization of the
fracture-matrix model [Pruess and Narasimhan, 1985;
Pruess, 1992], the immobile zones are connected in series
and linked to the mobile zone by a single immobile zone
(Figure 1a). This sketch is correct whatever the dimension-

ality of the fracture-matrix model (1-D layer, 2-D cylinder,
and 3-D spheres) as long as initial conditions do not break
their symmetry. For MRMT, all immobile zones are con-
nected in parallel to the mobile zone (Figure 1b). The
mobile zone can be seen as a mixer that distributes solutes
directly to all immobile zones. For MINC, however, access
to the immobile zones depends on their position in the
series of the immobile zones. Solute exchange is more
remote and critically depends on all the closer immobile
zones. Interactions between immobile solute concentrations
are expected to be more complex in MINC because of its
linear topological structure than in the simpler topology of
MRMT.
[5] The dynamic of mixing also intuitively depends on

the connectivity structure. The potential influence of struc-
ture is a priori not limited to the distribution of concentra-
tions in the immobile zones but likely extends to mixing
induced reactivity. Mixing can be characterized by the tem-
poral derivative of the second moment of the concentration
distributionM2 [Le Borgne et al., 2010]

Figure 1. Sketches of the immobile zone organization for
Multiple INteracting Continuum models (MINC) and
Multiple-Rate Mass Transfer models (MRMT) for 1-D, 2-
D, and 3-D inclusions. Mobile zones are identified by the
connection arrow and their volume is exaggerated five
times compared to the volume ratio taken for the simulation
(b5 100). Comparison with the MRMT model shows the
large dominance of the smallest rates having the largest
volumes. Impact of the inclusion dimension intervenes in
the rate values and on the rate of volume reduction smaller
with higher dimensions.
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v tð Þ52
1

2

dM2

dt
: (1)

[6] This quantity defined as the scalar dissipation gives
the rate of scalar mixing. As most of the porous volume is
in the immobile zones rather than in the mobile zone [Li
et al., 2011; Willmann et al., 2008], their concentration as
well the dynamic of their exchanges are likely to impact
the concentration variance and hence the reactivity in the
absence of any mineralogical heterogeneity [Glassley
et al., 2002]. In this article, we aim at exploring the influ-
ence of the organization of the immobile zones on the mix-
ing characteristics and induced reactivity at chemical
equilibrium at identical conservative solute transport.
[7] Previous studies are not answering directly this ques-

tion as structures are all significantly more complex than
the simpler MRMT and MINC configurations. Immobile
zone organization is one parameter among others including
the heterogeneity of the permeability field and the com-
plexity of the flow structure (mobile zone organization, het-
erogeneous advection) [Gramling et al., 2002; Luo and
Cirpka, 2008, 2011; Willmann et al., 2010]. However, in
reaction-transport-diffusion dynamics, it is known that sim-
ple spatial structures can induce nonintuitive behaviors
worth to be investigated [e.g., Haidar et al., 2011]. In this
article, we focus on the sole effect of the immobile zone
organization on the distribution of the immobile zone con-
centrations and on the mixing-induced reactivity on the
basis of elementary connectivity structures.

2. Models and Methods

[8] We first recall the MRMT and MINC models,
express them in dimensionless form and list the methods
used to characterize conservative and reactive transport.
We then detail the specificities of the numerical experi-
ments including the initial conditions, the simulation
parameters, and the computational methods.

2.1. Models

[9] We consider classical MRMT and MINC models that
only differ by their immobile zone organization. The total
porous volumes of the mobile and immobile zones are
identical in both models. Even if they are not limited to dif-
fusion in simple media, both MRMT and MINC models
fundamentally derive from two different discretizations of
the diffusion equation in homogeneous monodisperse
inclusion zones of Euclidean dimension n in interaction
with a 1-D mobile zone [Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995;
Pruess and Narasimhan, 1985; Sudicky and Frind, 1982;
Tang et al., 1981]. The fundamental set of equations for the
1-D mobile zone in interaction with diffusion in the immo-
bile zone of dimension n are given in dimensional form

@c x; tð Þ
@t

1b
@~s x; tð Þ

@t
52v

@c x; tð Þ
@x

1Dm
@2c x; tð Þ
@x2

; (2)

@s x; r; tð Þ
@t

5
d

rn21
@

@r
rn21

@s x; r; tð Þ
@r

� �

for 0 � r � a; (3)

~s x; tð Þ5
ð

a

0

s x; r; tð Þrn21dr=
ð

a

0

rn21dr; (4)

where c(x, t) is the mobile concentration at the scalar posi-
tion x along the mobile domain x � 0, s(x, r, t) is the immo-
bile zone concentration at the microscopic distance r from
the mobile zone and at the macroscopic position x, ~s is the
mean concentration in the immobile zone, a is the charac-
teristic scale of the immobile zone (e.g., radius of spherical
immobile inclusions in 3-D), v and Dm are the velocity and
longitudinal dispersion coefficient in the mobile zone, d is
the diffusion coefficient in the immobile zone and b is
equal to the ratio of immobile to mobile porous volumes,
also equal to the asymptotic repartition of the masses of
solutes between the immobile and mobile zones. The con-
centration in the immobile zone is equal to the concentra-
tion of the mobile zone at the interface and no flow is
imposed at the boundary r5 0

s x; r5a; tð Þ5c x; tð Þ; (5)

@s

@r

�

�

�

�

r50

50: (6)

[10] Initial conditions are imposed in the mobile and
immobile zones

s x; r; t50ð Þ5s0 x; rð Þ; (7)

c x; t50ð Þ5c0 xð Þ: (8)

[11] A dimensionless formulation of the problem can be
obtained by choosing as the reference time the characteristic
time of diffusion within the immobile zone s5a2=d and as
the reference scale the characteristic immobile zone scale a

@c

@t
1b

@~s

@t
52

va

d

@c

@x
1
Dm

d

@2c

@x2
; (9)

@s

@t
5

1

rn21
@

@r
rn21

@s

@r

� �

for 0 � r � 1; (10)

~s5

ð

1

0

s x; r; tð Þrn21dr=
ð

1

0

rn21dr (11)

with x5x=a, r5r=a, and t5t=s. The system of equations
(9–11) depends on 3-D parameters, the capacity ratio b, the
Damköhler number Da5 va

d
that compares the characteristic

diffusion time in the immobile zone with the characteristic
advection time in the mobile zone and the ratio Rd5

Dm
d
that

compares the dispersion in the mobile zone and the diffu-
sion in the immobile zone. In the following, Rd will be
taken small enough (Rd5 10

23) so that the effect of the
dispersion in the mobile zone can be neglected as compared
to the exchanges with the immobile zone. For convenience,
all overbars will also be dropped as everything will be
expressed in dimensionless form.
[12] In cases where both MINC and MRMT models

result from a discretization of diffusion in 1-D, 2-D, or 3-D
inclusions, equations (5–8) subjected to boundary and ini-
tial conditions (9–11) can be synthesized as (Appendix A)

M
@U

@t
2L RUð Þ

� �

5AU ; (12)

where U5 C S1 ::: SNð ÞT is the vector of the mobile
and N immobile concentrations C(x, t) and Si x; tð Þ
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ði51; . . . ;NÞ, where N is the number of immobile zones.
Upper case letters are used for discretized quantities trans-
versally to the mobile zone while lower case letters are
used for continuous quantities. R is the restriction operator
to the mobile zone. All elements of R are zero except for
the element on the first row and first column equal to 1. L is
the transport operator in the mobile zone

L Uð Þ52Da
@U

@x
1Rd

@2U

@x2
: (13)

[13] M is a diagonal matrix of the porous volumes of the
mobile and immobile zones and A is a matrix characteriz-
ing their mutual interactions. The volume and interaction
matrices M and A are derived for the MINC model and
recalled for the MRMT model in Appendix A. Because dif-
fusion is a nondirectional process and as the system of
equation (12) is written in terms of solute mass conserva-
tion, A is a symmetrical Metzler matrix the sums across
columns are equal to zero and all its off-diagonal elements
are nonpositive. A characterizes a self-adjoint process.
[14] A is a kind of adjacency matrix weighted by the phys-

ical properties of the immobile inclusions [Godsil and Royle,
2001]. For MRMT models, A is an ‘‘arrow’’ type matrix
where only the first line and the first column have nonzero
off-diagonal elements because all the interactions occur
between the mobile and immobile zones and none between
immobile zones. For MINC models, A is a classical tri-
diagonal matrix traducing the interactions between neighbor-
ing immobile zones. Interaction with the mobile zone is
performed only through the immobile zone next to the
mobile zone and is expressed by the boundary condition (5).

2.2. Concentration Moments, Mixing Characteristics,
and Reaction Rate

[15] We compare equivalent MRMT and MINC models
on several different characteristics of the resulting concen-
tration fields beginning first with the mean dimensionless
velocity V5dhxi=dt5dm1=dt and the dimensionless disper-
sion coefficient D with

D5
1

2

dr2x
dt

; (14)

[16] Where

r2x5m2=m02 m1=m0ð Þ2 (15)

and the spatial moments mk are

mk5

ð

1

x50

X

N

i51

xkM i; ið ÞUi xð Þdx; (16)

where we recall that M(i, i) is the volume of the immobile
zone i. hxi and r2x should be very close for equivalent
MRMT and MINC models. They are not equal because of
different discretization errors for the MINC method and
truncation errors for the MRMT. Nonetheless, it will be
used as a test of consistency of the numerical methods.
Tests will be performed on the statistical quantities hxi and

r2x rather than on their temporal derivatives V and D to
avoid any loss of accuracy due to the derivation.
[17] The second set of characteristics concerns the distri-

bution of concentrations in the mobile and immobile zones.
We build the histogram of the distribution of the decimal
logarithm of concentrations (p(log C)). The logarithm of
concentrations is a priori more appropriate than the concen-
tration itself because concentrations are expected to be
broadly distributed over several orders of magnitude. To
get more quantitative information, we compute the
moments of the concentration distribution Mk

Mk5

ð

1

x50

X

N11

i51

M i; ið Þ Ui xð Þ½ �kdx (17)

for the first integral values of k (k ranging from 1 to 5)
where N is either equal to NMRMT or NMINC. The moments
are less sensitive than the distribution itself to the strong
dominance of the first rates in the MRMT model that make
the distribution more discrete than continuous in the prea-
symptotic regime. They can also be computed whatever the
concentration values.
[18] We shorten the denomination of ‘‘immobile zone

with the kth rate’’ by the ‘‘kth rate.’’ So the first rate desig-
nates the immobile zone with the smallest rate. It is also the
immobile zone with the largest volume as the volume is
decreasing with the rate. In the layered inclusion case, the
first rate counts for 81 % of the total immobile porosity
(Table 1). The five first rates count for 96 % of the total
immobile porosity. Most of the porosity is thus concen-
trated in the very few first rates.
[19] The moments of the concentration distribution Mk

should not be confused with the spatial moments of the
concentration mk. M0 is the total porous volume of the
domain simulated. M1 is the mass within the domain. It is
constant and expresses the conservation of mass as long as
all the mass remains within the domain. As the total mass
will be injected at the initial time and will be set at 1 (see
section 2.3), Mk is numerically equal to the raw moment of
order k and will be assimilated to it. We kept the nonnor-
malized equation (17) for Mk to systematically check that
the total mass M1 remains constant and equal to 1. Higher-
order moments (k> 1) are nonlinear outputs of a linear
model. M2 gives an indication of the mixing-induced reac-
tivity as it is linked to the scalar dissipation rate v(t) by
equation (1). We finally compute the reaction rate of a

Table 1. Characteristic Time ða21i Þ, Relative Porosity Ratio of
the Five First Rates of the MRMT Series for n5 1 (bi) and Cumu-

lative Relative Porosity Ratio of the First Few Rates
Xi

k51
bk

i a21i bi (%)

X

i

k51

bk ð%Þ

1 0.4 81 81
2 0.045 9 90
3 0.016 3.3 93.3
4 0.0083 1.65 95
5 0.0050 1 96
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bimolecular dissolution/precipitation reaction at chemical
equilibrium from the concentration field of a conservative
component. We assume the same diffusion coefficient for
the two reactants, what might not be always the case
[Hochstetler et al., 2013]. If A and B are the reactants and
CA and CB their concentration vectors in the mobile and
immobile zones, the conservative component U5CA2CB
follows equation (12) while the reaction rate RC can be
expressed by

RC tð Þ5
ð

1

x50

X

N11

i51

RCi x; tð Þdx (18)

with

RCi x; tð Þ5M @CAi x; tð Þ
@t

2L RCAi x; tð Þð Þ
� �

2ACAi x; tð Þ (19)

and CAi x; tð Þ5 Ui x;tð Þ1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Ui x;tð Þ214K
p
2

where CAi (x, t) CBi (x, t)5K
for i5 1, . . ., N1 1 [de Simoni et al., 2005; Rubin, 1983]. K is
the chemical equilibrium constant. The precipitated/dissolved
mineral is assumed to have an activity equal to 1 and thus does
not show up in the equations. To avoid any additional temporal
derivative error, the derivative of CA is directly determined
from the derivative of the conservative component U rather
than recomputed

@CA
@t

5
@CA
@U

@U

@t
: (20)

[20] The reaction rate of equation (19) will be derived
using the concentration of A and its derivative given by
equation (20). Reactant concentrations are equal at equilib-
rium in most of the domain CAi5CBi5

ffiffiffiffi

K
p

corresponding
to a zero value of the conservative component Ui (Ui5 0),
outside of the narrow injection zone where the difference
of their concentrations is strictly positive (Ui> 0). We
derive the reaction rates in both MINC and MRMT models
with this simple initial condition under the assumptions
that the two species A and B are always present and that no
kinetic reactions interfere with their activities [Donado
et al., 2009]. In the case of the diffusion model, the reaction
rate can be expressed as the product of a chemical and a
physical factor [de Simoni et al., 2005]

RCi5
@2CAi
@U2i

rTUidGrUi; (21)

where dG5 1 in the immobile zone (i5 1) and dG5Rd in
the immobile zone (i> 1). The first chemical term can be
simply expressed as

@2CAi
@U2i

5
2K

U2i 14Kð Þ3=2
; (22)

while the second physical factor integrated over the full
domain is the scalar dissipation rate v(t) related to the
derivative of the integral of the squared concentration of
the conservative component M2 by equation (1). The reac-

tion rate thus does not only depend on the M2 value of the
conservative component but also on the higher-order
moments of the concentration distribution. Even if we dis-
tinguish physical and chemical factors in the reaction rate,
all the reactivity remains physically driven by mixing proc-
esses of solutes with different concentrations.

2.3. Injection Conditions

[21] To model initial continuous concentration profiles
with potentially large gradients, initial concentrations fol-
low a Gaussian profile along the mobile zone centered at
the position x0 sufficiently distant from the system inflow
to prevent any spurious boundary effect from the upstream
boundary conditions

c x; t50ð Þ5c0 xð Þ5 1

r0
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p e

2
x2x0ð Þ
2r2
0 : (23)

[22] The standard deviation of the Gaussian is fixed at r0
and is five times larger than the initial discretization step.
Under these initial conditions, concentrations are normal-
ized so that the total mass injected in the system is equal to
1. For the initial concentrations in the immobile zone, we
consider two cases. In the first uniform case, concentrations
in the immobile zones are all equal to the concentration in
the mobile zone at the same position x

s x; r; t50ð Þ5c x; t50ð Þ: (24)

[23] The initial ratio of mass in the mobile and immobile
zones is equal to the capacity ratio b and hardly evolves
throughout the simulation. The mean velocity remains also
constant. The concentration gradients are initially zero in the
immobile zone and are later solely induced by the transport in
the mobile zone. We also consider a second case with nonuni-
form initial concentrations in the immobile zone that highlight
the mixing mechanisms. The concentration of the reactant (A)
is much larger than the concentration of the other reactant (B)
away from the mobile zone. Such cases occur for example
when young waters percolate within deeper formations of resi-
dent water of composition determined by long-term water-
rock interactions [Aquilina et al., 2011; Aquilina and de
Dreuzy, 2011; Fourcade et al., 2007; Techer et al., 2012].
[24] Concentrations of the conservative component are

distributed along the immobile zone according to a uniform
profile g(r) in the whole domain

s x; r; t50ð Þ5g rð Þc x; t50ð Þ: (25)

[25] The profile g(r) is chosen in such a way that the
ratio of mass in the immobile and mobile zones remains
equal to the capacity ratio so that the velocity remains as
close as possible to its asymptotic; Fs value

ðr51

r50

s x; r; t50ð Þg rð Þdr
ðr51

r50

g rð Þdr
5
c x; t50ð Þ

b
: (26)

[26] We will use this second type of conditions only for
n5 1, a case for which we derive simple analytical
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relations between the initial immobile concentrations in the
MRMT and MINC frameworks (Appendix B). In this case,
we consider a Gaussian profile such as

g rð Þ5 1

D0

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p e

2

r2

2D20 0 � r � D0

g rð Þ50 D0 < r < 1:

(27)

[27] The maximum initial concentration value u0max
depends on the injection shape and is either

u0max5
1

r0
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p (28)

in the uniform case or

u0max � 1

r0D0p
(29)

in the distributed case if D0 is much smaller than 1. The
magnitude of the initial concentration is important when
considering reactivity as the chemical factor intervening in
the reaction rate (equation (22)) depends both on the mag-
nitude of the concentration u and on the equilibrium con-
stant K. Initially, the influence of concentration is dominant
over K if

u0max �
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2K
p

: (30)

[28] Thus, the ratio K 5K=ðu0max Þ
2
is a key control

parameter of reactivity. If it is very high, reactivity will be
exclusively controlled by the scalar dissipation rate with an
almost uniform chemical factor. If it is very low, the chem-
ical factor can be highly variable and control reactivity as
well as the physical factor.

2.4. Simulation Parameters

[29] We have performed simulations with the following
set of common parameters : b5 100, NMINC5NMRMT5 20.
The discretization of the MINC model (NMINC) as well as
the truncation of the MRMT model (NMRMT) have a minor
influence as long as they are high enough as will be shown
in section 3.2. NMINC and NMRMT are more numerical
parameters than controlling physical parameters. As a
result, the key parameters are the Damköhler number (Da)
that compares the characteristic diffusion time in the immo-

bile zone and the characteristic advection time in the
mobile zone and the capacity ratio b that characterizes the
relative proportion of the immobile to the mobile porous
volumes. The influence of the immobile zones increases
both with b and Da. Larger b values reduce the velocity
and larger Da enhances the global dispersion. In sections 3
and 4, we will investigate the effect of the inclusion dimen-
sionality n (n5 1, 2, and 3) and of the Damköhler number
(Da5 10, 102, and 103).
[30] Initial conditions (23–29) are taken with r05 0.1

and D05 0.2. The maximum initial concentration u0max is
close to either 4 for uniform injection conditions or 15 for
distributed injection conditions. The dimensionless equilib-
rium constant K is set at small values of 1022 and 1021 to
highlight the possible impact of the concentration varia-
tions. All parameter values for sections 3 and 4 are synthe-
sized in Table 2.

2.5. Transport Simulation Methods

[31] Numerous numerical methods have been developed
for MRMT and MINC models that either preserve mass
[Başa�gao�glu et al., 2002] or improve precision [Willmann
et al., 2008]. Here we have chosen a time and space-
adaptive method that preserves mass to make simulations
over a broad range of temporal scales. For the diffusion
model in the immobile zones, the system of equations (10)
and (11) with boundary conditions (5) and (6) and initial
conditions (8) are discretized with a finite difference
scheme as shown in Appendix A. The advection-diffusion
equation (9) is handled as the noniterative sequential cou-
pling of the diffusive operator simulated with a finite-
difference discretization and of the advective operator
simulated with a Lagrangian method. The mobile and
immobile methods are sequentially coupled. Temporal inte-
gration is performed with an implicit scheme. To simulate
transport on a large range of temporal and spatial scales,
we use a simple time control method that increases consis-
tently the temporal and spatial steps when the coarse and
fine solutions are sufficiently close. The coarsening condi-
tion is based on the squared difference of the concentra-
tions divided by the maximal concentration. When it is
smaller than a threshold value (1027), the temporal and
spatial steps are simultaneously increased. This method is
much faster and almost as accurate as a more classical fully
coupled constant time-step Eulerian scheme because of the
amplitude of the diffusion induced by the exchanges
between the mobile and immobile zones. We have com-
pared it with a more classical Galerkin finite element

Table 2. Simulation Parameters Used in Sections 3 and 4a

Name Description Section 3 Section 4

b Ratio of immobile to mobile porous volumes 102 102

Da Characteristic diffusion time in the immobile zone to advection time in the mobile zone 102 10, 102, 103

Rd Ratio of diffusion in the mobile and immobile zones 1023 1023

n Euclidean dimension of immobile zones 1, 2, 3 2
NMRMT Truncation order in MRMT model 20, 40 20
NMINC Discretization order in MINC model 20, 40 20
r0 Characteristic extension of the initial conditions along the mobile zone 0.1 0.1
D0 Characteristic extension of the initial conditions along to the immobile zone 0.2 0.2
K Chemical equilibrium constant 1022 1021

aParameters different in section 4 from section 3 are highlighted in bold.
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method in the mobile zone [Daus et al., 1985] fully coupled
to the immobile zone for the set of the parameters of sec-
tion 3 given by Table 2 under uniform initial conditions.
Integration of the resulting system of ordinary differential
equation was performed with the fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method implemented in the ode45 function of MATLAB
with the default tolerance values. Both methods lead to the
same dispersion, moment and reaction rate results within a
relative difference of at most 1023 %. Actual behavior of
immobile porous structures with MINC diffusion and equi-
librium reactions among the reactants may also be simu-
lated with coarse representation of transport but with
realistic chemical reaction(s) in PhreeqC using the MIX
and EQUILIBRIUM_PHASES functionalities [Charlton
and Parkhurst, 2011; Parkhurst and Appelo, 1999].

3. Results

[32] Dispersion, concentration moments, and reaction
rates are systematically compared as a function of the
immobile zone dimensionality under uniform and nonuni-
form injection conditions both qualitatively and
quantitatively.

3.1. Influence of Inclusion Dimensionality Under
Uniform Injection Conditions

[33] We first simulate transport starting with classical
uniform injection conditions in the mobile and immobile
zones (equations (24) and (25)). Exchanges between mobile
and immobile zones quickly spread out the concentrations
downstream even at one-tenth of the characteristic diffusion
time (t5 0.1) (Figure 2). Concentrations are broadly dis-
tributed over several orders of magnitude. Both MINC and
MRMT models display qualitatively the same concentra-
tion patterns despite their different connectivity structure.
[34] With these initial conditions, dispersion sharply

increases because of the quickly progressing concentration
in the mobile zone and because of the trailing concentration
trapped in the immobile zone (Figure 3a). About the char-

acteristic dimensionless diffusion time in the immobile
zone (t5 1), it reaches its asymptotic value DA. In the
asymptotic regime, dispersion fully controls the M2 value
of the concentration field [de Dreuzy et al., 2012a; Le
Borgne et al., 2010]. The larger dimensions induce a faster
decrease of the concentration second moment, i.e., the
reverse tendency to the asymptotic regime. A crossover
occurs before t51. Initially, it is the largest surface to vol-
ume ratio for the spherical inclusions that promotes more
mixing and faster decrease of M2. Eventually, it is the larg-
est volume to surface ratio of the layered inclusions that
promotes more mixing.
[35] The overall behavior of the reaction rate Rc is more

complex than M2 (Figure 3c). It first slightly increases
before steeply decreasing. The increasing trend comes from
the chemical factor (equation (22)) while the decreasing
trend comes from the physical factor (equation (21)). In
fact the chemical factor monotonously increases because
the reaction will be highest for equal concentrations of
reactants (Ui5 0). However, the physical factor monoto-
nously decreases because it is a function of the concentra-
tion gradients constantly reduced by the diffusion
processes. At first, the increase of the chemical factor dom-
inates the decrease of the physical factor, while, at larger
times (t> 0.1), the system behavior is dominated by the
decrease of the physical factor. In fact, at late times, the
reaction rate is directly proportional to the scalar dissipa-
tion rate (inset of Figure 3c) as the chemical factor (equa-
tion (22)) becomes uniform for values of the conservative
component concentration Ui much smaller than

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2K
p

.
Especially, the reaction rate increases with the Euclidean
dimension because of the larger surface to volume ratio. At
smaller times, the interplay between the chemical and
physical factors of reactivity induces several inversions of
tendencies of the effect of inclusion dimensionality. At
early times, the increase of dimensionality reduces the
reaction rate as opposed to what occurs at later times. Reac-
tion rates depend thus not only on M2 but also on higher-
order moments of the concentration distribution.

TMRMCNIM

Figure 2. Logarithm of concentration fields in the mobile and 3-D immobile zones with b5 100 at
t5 0.1 on 1.5 spatial units for equivalent MINC and MRMT models under uniform injection conditions
centered at the location pointed out by the gray arrow. Representation of system structure follows the
one given in Figure 1.
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[36] In fact, Mk
1=k display differing temporal evolutions

as a function of k (Figure 4). Their initial value Mk t50ð Þ
depends on the characteristic width of the injection r0

Mk t50ð Þ5r0
12k : (31)

[37] M1 remains constant equal to 1 because of mass
conservation while the higher-order moments monotoni-

cally decrease (Figure 4). The decrease is very sharp
between 0.1 and 1 while the concentrations initially trapped
in the immobile zone are progressively released in the
mobile zone and spread back in the downstream immobile
zones. An asymptotic decreasing tendency is reached for
t5 1. The relative magnitude of the Mk

1=k values is
reversed around t5 1. Around t5 1, Mk

1=k almost all inter-
sect together. Their asymptotic behavior becomes close
when increasing the order k. While the first moments are
very close together, concentration distributions are not
equal as shown in Figure 5. They differ mostly at interme-
diary times (Figure 5b, t5 0.1) when the dispersion coeffi-
cient is steeply increasing. MINC has higher probabilities
for the extremes of the distribution. At much earlier and
later times (Figures 5a and 5c, t5 0.025 and t5 0.8), distri-
butions become closer together. High frequency variations
of the distribution for the MRMT case come from the quan-
tified volumes of the immobile zones.
[38] The spatial distribution of the reaction rates RCi(x, t)

integrated over time also shows the proximity of the reac-
tivities between MRMT and MINC models (Figure 3).
Reactivity sharply decreases downgradient of the injection
zone following the reduction of the concentrations and con-
centration gradients. Reactivity is also more correlated to
the volume of the immobile zone rather than to the distance
to the immobile zone in MINC or to the reaction rate in
MRMT. We note that the reactivities in the mobile zone
are not equal as they depend both on the concentrations in
the mobile zone and on their relation to the concentrations
in the immobile zone (equation (19)). Despite nonobvious
relations between reaction rates in the immobile zones for
the MRMT and MINC models, the overall variations of the
reactivity patterns remain visually very close together.

3.2. Comparison of MRMT and MINC Models

[39] Quite surprisingly, all previously studied quantities
remain very close between MRMT and MINC models (Fig-
ure 3, lines compared to dots). More quantitatively, we
evaluate their relative differences by computing

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Evolution for equivalent MRMT and MINC
models of (a) the dispersion coefficient D, (b) the square
root of the second moment concentration moments M2

1/2,
and (c) the reaction rate Rc and in the gray insert the scalar
dissipation rate v with an initial Gaussian concentration
profile uniform in the mobile and immobile zones (n5 1,
Pe5 100, b5 100, Rd5 10

23, N5NMRMT5NMINC5 20).

Figure 4. Time evolution of the first five moments of the
concentration distribution Mk

1/k for the layered case (n5 1)
(equation (13)).
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diff Xð Þ5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

X

it5nt

it51

XMINC itð Þ2XMRMT itð Þ
XMINC itð Þ1XMRMT itð Þð Þ=2

� �2
v

u

u

t ; (32)

where X is successively rx, Mk
1=k , and Rc (Table 3). While

small, differences remain much larger than the estimated
numerical accuracy of 1023%. All quantities are very close
whatever the dimensionality of the immobile zone (layered
inclusions for n5 1, cylindrical inclusions for n5 2 and
spherical inclusions for n5 3). Dispersion values (rx) are
theoretically equal in both models. Their slight differences
decrease with the discretization of the immobile zones. For
N5NMRMT5NMINC5 20, the mean squared difference is
around 1.5%. A refinement of the discretization by a factor
of 2 to N5 40 reduces the dispersion difference by a factor
of around 1.75 to 0.8% 2 0.87% (Table 3). Differences in
the integrals Mk

1=k are also small with a maximum at 2.6%
and increase with the order k. For M2

1=2, differences are
<0.4% and are reduced by a factor of 2 when refining the
immobile zone discretization. For the higher-order
moments, differences are not modified by the refined dis-
cretization. The M2 values converge in the MRMT and
MINC models while the higher-order integrals slightly dif-
fer. They differ by around 0.6% for M3

1=3, 1.5% for M4
1=4,

and 2.2% for M5
1=5. Distributions of concentrations are

thus not equal but highly close. As a consequence, differen-
ces in reaction rates Rc remain small between 2.4% and
5.1% and do not decrease with N as illustrated by the
cumulative reaction rates in Figure 6. Differences in reac-
tion rates for the bimolecular reaction are considered to
come from the chemical factor rather than from the scalar
dissipation rate and the concentration second moment M2.
Because the reaction rate is the product of a physical factor
by a chemical factor, the reaction rate depends not only on
the scalar dissipation rate but also on higher-order moments
of the concentration distribution. Differences in reaction
rate depend on the reactivity type and may be larger for
more complex reactions.

3.3. Nonuniform Injection Conditions (n5 1, Layered
Inclusions)

[40] To highlight the possible differences between the
concentration distributions and the compensation mecha-
nism within the MRMT model, we analyze the full mobile/
immobile problem with nonuniform initial concentrations
within the immobile zone described by equations (25–27).
Compared to uniform initial conditions, nonuniform initial
conditions with injections in the mobile zone and in the
remote immobile zone have been chosen to underline pos-
sible mixing between immobile concentrations far from the

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Distribution of the decimal logarithm of con-
centrations of the mobile and immobile zones at three
evolving times t5 2.5 3 1022, 0.1 and 0.8 for uniform
injection conditions.

Table 3. Temporally Integrated Differences diff(X) Between Equivalent MRMT and MINC Models as Defined by Equation (32) for

Two Levels of Discretization of the Immobile Zones (N5NMRMT5NMINC) Equal to 20 and 40

n diff (rx) diff ðM21=2Þ diff ðM31=3Þ diff ðM41=4Þ diff ðM51=5Þ diff (Rc)

N5 20 1 0.014 9 3 1024 7.8 3 1023 0.017 0.026 0.11
2 0.015 2.53 1023 6.6 3 1023 0.016 0.025 0.090
3 0.015 4.33 1023 6.8 3 1023 0.011 0.018 0.080

N5 40 1 8.0 3 1023 4.23 1024 7.0 3 1023 0.016 0.024 0.10
2 8.5 3 1023 1.33 1023 6.3 3 1023 0.016 0.025 0.087
3 8.7 3 1023 2.43 1023 4.8 3 1023 0.01 0.017 0.081
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mobile zone and mobile concentrations. Other parameters
are identical to those of the previous section and given in
Table 2.
[41] To maintain the comparison between the MINC and

MRMT models, the relations between initial conditions in
both of these frameworks are developed in Appendix B on
the basis of the analytical solution obtained by the separation
of variables method. As discussed in Appendix B, some of
the initial ‘‘virtual concentrations’’ in the equivalent MRMT
model can be negative depending on the shape of the initial
conditions in the diffusion model. It is indeed the case for
the nonuniform injection conditions as shown by Figure 9.
We underline that these negative ‘‘virtual concentrations’’
cannot be considered as numerical errors as they fundamen-
tally come from the sinusoidal function of equation (B3).
[42] The occurrence of the negative ‘‘virtual concentra-

tions’’ in MRMT can be explained in relation to their
MINC counterpart. In MINC, the immobile zones void of
any concentration between the mobile zone and the remote
immobile zones of nonzero concentration act as a ‘‘buffer’’
that must be invaded before the immobile concentration
feeds the mobile zone. This lag time is natural in the MINC
model where the topology of the connections delays the dif-
fusion of the remote initial immobile concentrations to the
mobile zone. In the MRMT model however, all immobile
zones start to exchange concentrations at once. To maintain
the equivalence between the MRMT and MINC models,
the MRMT model introduces negative ‘‘virtual concentra-
tions’’ that offset the contribution of the rates with positive
initial concentrations. Initially, successive MRMT zones
have opposite signs and the compensation mechanism of
the positive and negative incoming ‘‘virtual concentra-
tions’’ in the mobile zone extend over all the immobile
zones (Figure 9, black dashed line and disks). The negative
‘‘virtual concentrations’’ progressively vanish as the immo-
bile ‘‘virtual concentrations’’ break through to the mobile
zone (Figure 9, solid lines). At t5 1, the concentration has
broken through to the mobile zone in the MINC model
(Figure 9, solid green line) and there is only one negative
‘‘virtual concentration’’ left in the MRMT model (Figure 9,
dashed green line and disks). At that same time, almost all
of the immobile MRMT zones but the two first ones have

uniform concentrations already in equilibrium with the
mobile zone because of their high exchange rate.
[43] It should be noted that the negative ‘‘virtual concen-

trations’’ show up in quite specific cases. They would not
occur with uniform injections at any time of the simulation.
In fact immobile concentration profiles decreasing from the
mobile zone always lead to positive ‘‘virtual concentra-
tions’’ in the MRMT immobile zones (Appendix B). Flat
concentration profiles typical of those observed in the
retreating concentration from the immobile zone after an
initial invasion from the mobile zone also lead to positive
concentrations in the MRMT model. In fact, no immobile
zone ‘‘virtual concentration’’ can become negative with
positive surrounding concentrations because all off-
diagonal coefficients of the matrix A of equation (12) are
positive or null. The negative ‘‘virtual concentrations’’ thus
concern only the injection zone, i.e., the zone where initial
concentrations in the immobile zone are nonzero.
[44] Nonetheless the existence of negative ‘‘virtual con-

centrations’’ induced by the nonuniform injection condi-
tions, dispersions remain very close together in both the
MRMT and MINC models (Figure 10a) as well as the sec-
ond moment of the concentration distribution (Figure 10b)
as in the uniform injection case. At later times, the same
behavior as for uniform initial conditions is recovered.
Reaction rates however strongly differ at early times (i.e.,
for t< 0.5), when concentrations are still influenced by the
initial conditions. Differences in reaction rates (Figure 10c)
are simultaneous to differences in the high order moments
of the concentration distribution Mk

1=k (k> 2) (Figure 11).
Like in the diffusive flush of the layered inclusion (section
1.1), the distribution of concentrations is narrower in the
MRMT case than in the MINC case with a dominance of
the concentrations of the smaller rates as shown by the
moments of the concentration distribution for k> 2 (Figure
11). Even though these concentrations are smaller than the
maximal concentrations of the MINC models (Figure 9),
their contribution strongly determines the chemical factor
of the reaction rate (equation (22)) and leads to 10 times
smaller values than in the MINC case (Figure 10c).
[45] Despite the existence of negative ‘‘virtual concen-

trations,’’ the MRMT model is still highly close to the

MINC MRMT  

Figure 6. Reactivity integrated between t5 0 and t5 10. Parameters correspond to those of Figure 2,
but with a spatial extension of 30 units.
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diffusion model for the dispersion and the second moment
of the concentration distribution M2. The other characteris-
tics (reaction rates and higher-order integrals) however
largely differ at early times when the influence of the initial
conditions remain nonnegligible. At later times, MRMT
and MINC models are again almost equivalent from all
respects like in the uniform injection case.

4. Discussion

[46] We discuss successively the conservation of the con-
centration variance between MRMT and MINC models, the

relevance of MRMT models to chemical reactivity, and the
influence of the immobile porosity structure on reactivity.

4.1. Equivalence of Concentration Variance and
Scalar Dissipation Rate

[47] The equivalence of the MRMT and MINC models
for the second moment of the concentration distribution, a
nonlinear output of the linear transport process, was not
expected. It can be analytically proven only for layered
inclusions (n5 1) (Appendix D). The equivalence is hardly
affected by the discretization and truncation orders of the
MINC and MRMT models as shown by Table 3 as long as
the discretization is not too small. We have also checked
that the results of the previous section are general and do
not depend on the main dimensionless parameters of the
model (Da, b, Rd, K , r0, D0) (Table 2). While the influence
of these parameters is critical on the outputs observed, the
equivalence is not modified. We illustrate this by analyzing
systems at different Damköhler number values Da (10, 102,
103) with other parameters fixed at their values given by
Table 2 for n5 2 (Figure 12). Larger Da values enhance

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Temporal evolution of (a) the total concentra-
tion variation in the immobile zone dS/dt, (b) the Mk

1/k for
k5 2, . . ., 5, and (c) the maximum concentration umax nor-
malized by its initial value u0max for equivalent MRMT and
MINC models in the diffusive flush of a 1-D immobile
zone.

Figure 8. Mk
1/k as a function of k for t5 0.1 in the diffu-

sive flush of a 1-D immobile zone.

Figure 9. Concentration profiles in the immobile zone for
the MRMT and MINC models at initial time (t5 0) and at
time t5 0.1 for the nonuniform injection case. The gray
zone underlines the negative concentration area.
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dispersion, mixing and initial reactivity, but do not change
the equivalence between MINC and MRMT models.
[48] The equivalence of the second moment of the con-

centration distribution M2 is robust as it holds whatever the
model parameters, whatever the inclusion dimensionality
and for different initial conditions. As M2 is directly linked
to the scalar dissipation rate (equation (1)), MRMT models
do not only give consistent breakthrough curves but also
consistent concentration variances and scalar dissipation
rates. By itself, this result is important as it reinforces the
relevance of MRMT models for modeling more complex

systems. MRMT models are increasingly used for modeling
large-scale transport in heterogeneous media [Fernandez-
Garcia et al., 2009; Li et al., 2011; Willmann et al., 2008]
and their relevance to inert transport might be generically
extended to at least some mixing characteristics like the
scalar dissipation rate.

4.2. Relevance of Immobile Concentrations for
Chemical Reactions in MRMTModels

[49] The previous analysis shows that the concentration
distributions coming from MRMT and MINC models are
close together for uniform injection conditions. What we
have called in introduction the ‘‘virtual concentrations’’ can
be handled as effective chemical concentrations of ele-
ments that can react with other elements. It was not granted
from the onset, as the ‘‘virtual concentrations’’ are a
byproduct of the derivation of the MRMT model from the
analytical solutions of the diffusion equation in inclusions
of different dimensionalities. In more complex cases how-
ever, the relevance of the ‘‘virtual concentrations’’ for reac-
tivity is limited by several factors. The strict equivalence of
MRMT and MINC models ends up at the scalar dissipation
rate. Both models have different higher-order concentration
moments Mk

1=k (equation (17)) and different reaction rates
(equation (18)) for simple bimolecular reactions at chemi-
cal equilibrium. If differences remain small (of the order of
a few percents) for uniform injection conditions along the
immobile zone, differences can be quite large with nonuni-
form injection conditions in the time range where the influ-
ence of the initial conditions remains nonnegligible. It is
especially the case when initial conditions are nonzero far
from the mobile zone.
[50] The largest differences come from the initial nega-

tive ‘‘virtual concentrations’’ of some of the MRMT rates
in the nonuniform injection case. These negative ‘‘virtual
concentrations’’ are necessary to ensure the initial delay of
the concentration breakthrough to the mobile zone. They
could be acceptable for conservative components. In the
case of the bimolecular reaction previously described, posi-
tive and negative concentrations would correspond to one
of the reactant concentration either higher or lower than the

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10. Same as Figure 3 for the nonuniform injection
conditions along the immobile zone described by equations
(25), (26), and (27). Parameters are given in Table 2, col-
umn section 3.

Figure 11. Temporal evolution of the first five moments
of the concentration distribution Mk

1/k for the layered case
(n5 1) with nonuniform injection conditions along the
immobile zone. Same parameters as in Figure 10.
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other one. However, it is a severe limitation when consider-
ing that the transported species are directly chemical ele-
ments. The concept of immobile zone concentration should
then be taken with great care and systematically assessed
when modifying the initial conditions.

4.3. Influence of Immobile Porosity Structure on
Reactivity

[51] The case of the nonuniform injection conditions
shows that a more complex initial organization of the con-

centration field highlights the topological differences
between the MRMT and MINC models (Figure 1) and that
these differences can be nonnegligible as long as the con-
centration field retains the memory of the initial organiza-
tion. Differences in reactivity might be even higher with
more complex topological structures of the immobile
zones. We have so far considered only two cases. Either all
immobile zones are connected to the mobile zone, or the
immobile zones (MRMT) are linearly connected between
themselves (MINC). Inclusion dimensionality does not
change the topology but the distribution of the volumes
affected to the immobile zones. More complex topological
structure may however occur in natural media. While, in
fractured media, the observed wide-range distribution of
the diffusion times [Liu et al., 2004, 2007; Zhou et al.,
2007] has been related to the distribution of matrix-block
sizes [Haddad et al., 2012; Kfoury et al., 2006; Roubinet
et al., 2010, 2012, 2013; Zhan et al., 2009], it might also
come from the topology of dead end and poorly linked frac-
tures, which extension sharply increases from 2-D to 3-D
[de Dreuzy et al., 2001, 2012b]. Such secondary structures
occur on a large range of scales from the fracture scale
because of fracture aperture heterogeneities and from the

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 12. Temporal evolution of the (a) dispersion coef-
ficient, (b) square root of the second moment of the concen-
tration distribution, and (c) the reaction rate as functions of
the Damköhler number (ratio of the characteristic diffusion
time in the immobile zone to the characteristic advection
time in the mobile zone). Parameters are synthesized in
Table 2, column section 4.

Figure 13. Sketch of the annuli and concentrations for
cylindrical immobile zones (n5 2). The concentration si is
defined at the middle of the two successive annuli ri and
ri11.

Figure 14. R0(i, j) (equation (B9)) as a function of j/
NMINC for the five smallest MRMT rates (i5 1, . . ., 5).
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complexity of the fracture gouge [Andersson et al., 2004;
Auradou et al., 2006; Brown et al., 1998; M�eheust and
Schmittbuhl, 2001] to the network scale [Davy et al., 2006,
2010; Odling, 1997]. Multiple INteracting Continua result
essentially from a discretization of the nonfractured part of
the rock (matrix) according to the sole metric of the dis-
tance to the mobile zone [Karimi-Fard et al., 2006]. A top-
ological characteristic might however be necessary for
modeling reactive transport shifting the Multiple INteract-
ing Continua framework (MINC) to a Structure INteracting
Continua framework (SINC). Structure can be straightfor-
wardly embedded in the developed formalism by simply
modifying the matrix A of equation (12) characterizing the
interaction between the immobile zones to include branch-
ing and dead ends parameters controlling the metric and
topological organization of the immobile zones like what
has classically been done for fractals or networks [Barrat
et al., 2012; Bouchaud and Georges, 1990; Havlin and
Ben-Avraham, 1987]. The range of possible topological
structures may be further extended to those resulting from
connectivity structures in porous media [Le Goc et al.,
2009; Renard and Allard, 2012], or resulting from reactive
transport processes like wormholes and dissolution patterns
[Andreani et al., 2009; Daccord et al., 1993; Fredd and
Folger, 1998; Golfier et al., 2002].
[52] Although incomplete, simplified interaction models

like the Multi-Rate Mass Transfer (MRMT), the Multiple
INteracting Continua (MINC), or the Structured INteract-
ing Continua (SINC) are of interest as they propose an
intermediary level of complexity to analyze nonlinear proc-
esses as mixing and the induced reactivity. On one hand,
they maintain some structure in the model. On the other
hand, they are not as complex as fully heterogeneous mod-
els for which analytical approximations still rely on some
complex numerical closure assumptions [Chiogna et al.,
2011; de Dreuzy et al., 2012a; Jha et al., 2011a, 2011b;
Kapoor and Kitanidis, 1998; Tennekes and Lumley, 1972].
[53] While diffusion has a strong homogenization effect

on transport processes and practically removes the details
of the structures including most of the topological charac-
teristics [Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995; Villermaux, 1987],
chemical reactions coupled to diffusion may lead to signifi-
cantly more localization and segregation as observed on the
influence of concentration fluctuations [de Anna et al.,
2011] and in geochemical self-organization, auto-catalytic
reactions and where dimensionality has a critical influence
[Ortoleva, 1994; Pearson, 1993; Renard et al., 1998].
Reactivity is, however, expected to differ from these pure
diffusion-reaction processes because of the coupling
induced by the mobile zone. Solute at evolving concentra-
tions are constantly either brought up or removed from the
immobile zone. If connections with the immobile zone are
strong like in the MRMT model, the mobile zone will be
likely more important than in more linear and ramified
structures for which mobile/immobile interactions are lim-
ited to a single immobile zone. Interaction with the mobile
zone is also expected to have more complex effects because
of the strong organization of the velocity field induced by
permeability heterogeneities [Chiogna et al., 2011; Le
Borgne et al., 2007, 2008; Luo and Cirpka, 2008, 2011]
that cannot be reduced to diffusion-like processes [Becker
and Shapiro, 2000].

5. Conclusion

[54] We investigate numerically the influence of the
immobile zone structure on mixing characteristics, concen-
tration distribution, and reaction rate of a simple bimolecu-
lar reaction at chemical equilibrium in the framework of
mobile/immobile models. The comparison relies on the
MRMT and MINC immobile zone organizations both
based on the diffusion in one-dimensional diffusive inclu-
sions. In Multi-Rate Mass Transfer models (MRMT), all
immobile zones are directly linked to the mobile zone, and
this mobile zone is the only exchanger between the immo-
bile zones (star connectivity). In Multiple INteracting Con-
tinua models (MINC), immobile zones are linked as a
regular chain with a single element in relation with the
immobile zone whatever the dimensionality of the immo-
bile zone (chained connectivity). As both models derive
from the same equation, they are equivalent in terms of
transport in the mobile zone. Immobile zone concentrations
in the MRMT model are a byproduct of the equivalence
and are denominated ‘‘virtual concentrations’’ before
checking their relevance to model real chemical concentra-
tions. We use the simple bimolecular reaction at equilib-
rium as a typical example of chemical reactivity.
[55] We show that both MRMT and MINC models have

the same concentration variance whatever the model
parameters, dimensionality, and initial conditions. While
their concentration variance strongly evolves with the
model parameters and immobile zone dimensionality, they
do not depend on the organization of the immobile zone,
star connectivity in MRMT and chained connectivity in
MINC. We confirm analytically this result for the flush of
an n-dimensional immobile zone. When chemical reactivity
is dominated by characteristics derived from the concentra-
tion variance (like the scalar dissipation rate), reactivity is
independent of the structure of immobile porosity, and
immobile zone ‘‘virtual concentrations’’ in the MRMT
models can be handled as real chemical concentrations.
[56] However, the porosity structure has a critical influ-

ence on chemical reactivity when initial conditions induce
more complex mixing patterns. It is especially the case for
high initial concentration gradients in the immobile zone.
Differences in higher moments of the immobile concentra-
tion distributions are amplified by the nonlinearity of the
chemical reaction. Some of the immobile zone ‘‘virtual
concentrations’’ in the MRMT model are negative to offset
the direct connectivity of all immobile zones to the mobile
zone. When high initial ‘‘virtual concentrations’’ are distant
from the mobile zone, the immediate exchange with posi-
tive immobile zone concentrations is offset by exchanges
with negative immobile zone ‘‘virtual concentrations’’
ensuring some delay of the concentration breakthrough to
the mobile zone. Negative ‘‘virtual concentrations’’ may
not be a fundamental problem for conservative compo-
nents, which are linear combination of species concentra-
tions. Yet they imply a severe limitation to MRMT models
for the transport of real chemical concentrations. The con-
cept of immobile zone concentration should then be taken
with great care and systematically assessed when modify-
ing the initial conditions.
[57] Strong immobile concentration gradients highlight

the role of immobile porosity structure on chemical
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reactivity and on the limits of the relevance of the MRMT
to model chemical reactivity. Further evaluations are
needed for more complex topological structures of the
immobile zones and for complete chemical systems.

Appendix A: Mass and Interaction Matrix for the
MRMT and MINC Models With Diffusion in
Dimension n

[58] We discretize equations (9–11) according to a finite
volume scheme for which the unknown concentrations Si
are taken at the middle between the annuli of radii ri and
ri11 (Figure 13)

vn r
n
i2r

n
i11

� 	 @Si
@t

5Qi112Qi for i51; . . . ;NMINC21; (A1)

where r1; . . . ; rNMINC11 is a concentric discretization starting at
the interface between the mobile and immobile zones r15 1
and ending at the immobile zone center rNMINC1150, vn is the
volume of the unit sphere in dimension n (vn is equal to 1, p,
and 4/3p for n5 1, 2, and 3) and the fluxes Qi are given by

Q152an
2rn211

r12r2
C2S1ð Þ

Qi52an
2rn21i

ri212ri11
Si212Sið Þ for i52:::NMINC21

QNMINC1150;

(A2)

where a1 is the surface of the unit sphere in dimension n (an
is equal to 1, 2p, and 4p for n5 1, 2, and 3). The concentra-
tion c is considered homogeneous in the mobile zone at
position x. Equation (9) is rewritten to integrate the continu-
ity of solute flux at the mobile/immobile interface and modi-
fied to keep symmetrical expressions for the diffusive fluxes

r

anr
n21
1

� �

21 @C x; tð Þ
@t

2LðCÞ
� �

5Q1; (A3)

where r is the ratio of the porous surface of the mobile/
immobile interface per unit mobile volume [Carrera et al.,
1998] and L is the transport operator defined in equation (13).
With the additional knowledge of the mean surface to volume
ratio of the matrix blocks Sim/Vim, r can straightforwardly be
related to the porous volume ratio b of equation (2) by

r5
Sim

Vim
b: (A4)

[59] The surface to volume ratio in dimension n is
Sim=Vim5n=r1. The diagonal mass matrix defined by equa-
tion (12) is deduced with some rearrangement of the mobile
equation (A3) to express AMINC as a symmetrical matrix.
As diffusion is a nondirectional process, AMINC can in fact
be expressed as a symmetrical matrix

MMINC 1; 1ð Þ5 vnr
n
1

b

MMINC i; ið Þ5vn rni212rni
� 	

for i52; . . . ;NMINC11;

(A5)

where we also accounted for the shift of indices in the

immobile zone. Note that
vnr

n
1

b
is simply the volume of the

mobile zone expressed as a function of the capacity ratio
b and of the characteristic volume of the immobile zone.
The immobile to mobile porosity ratio is contained in b.
Using (12) and (A1–A4), we deduce the interaction
matrix

AMINC 2; 1ð Þ52an
rn211

r12r2

AMINC 1; 2ð Þ5AMINC 2; 1ð Þ
AMINC 1; 1ð Þ52AMINC 1; 2ð Þ

AMINC i21; ið Þ52an
rn21i21

ri222ri
for i53; . . . ;NMINC

AMINC i; i11ð Þ5AMINC i21; ið Þ for i53; . . . ;NMINC
AMINC i; ið Þ52 AMINC i; i11ð Þ1AMINC i; i21ð Þð Þ for i52; . . . ;NMINC21

AMINC i; ið Þ52AMINC i; i21ð Þ for i5NMINC :
(A6)

[60] AMINC is a tri-diagonal matrix. All elements outside
of the three central diagonals are equal to zero.
[61] Multi-Rate Mass Transfer models are expressed by

equation (9) in the mobile zone and the following equation
in the immobile zone

@Si
@t

5ai C2Sið Þ for i52; . . . ;NMRMT11: (A7)

[62] The derivation of the Multi-Rate Mass Transfer
model equivalent to the diffusion within an immobile zone
of dimension n leads to the following mass and interaction
matrices [Carrera et al., 1998; Haggerty and Gorelick,
1995]

MMRMT 1; 1ð Þ5 vnr
n
1

b

MMRMT i; ið Þ5V nNbi21for i52; ; . . . ;NMRMT11

(A8)

and

AMRMT 1; ið Þ52nV nN

AMRMT i; ið Þ522n V nN

AMRMT i; 1ð Þ52nV nN

for i52; . . . ;NMRMT11

8

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

:

AMRMT 1; 1ð Þ52

X

NMRMT11

i52

A 1; ið Þ;

(A9)

where only the first NMRMT elements of the infinite series
have been kept

V nN5
vnr

n
1

XN

i51
bi

(A10)

and the exchange rate of the immobile porosity of ai is
denoted bi. The series of ai and bi can directly be derived
from Haggerty and Gorelick [1995, Table 1]
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n51 ai5
2i21ð Þ2p2
4

n52 ai5u
2
i

n53 ai5i
2p2

(A11)

with ui the ith root of the zero-order Bessel function of the
first kind and

bi5
2n

ai
: (A12)

[63] The normalization by the sum of bi coefficients is
required to enforce that the ratio of the immobile to mobile
porous volumes be equal to b. The interaction matrix
AMRMT is an arrow-type of matrix with only nonzero ele-
ments in the first line, in the first column and in the diago-
nal expressing a star-shaped connectivity structure.

Appendix B: Relation Between Initial Immobile-
Zone Concentrations in the Diffusive Flush of a
1-D Immobile Zone

[64] This appendix considers the simpler case of a 1-D
diffusion with simplified initial and boundary conditions.
In 1-D, the dimensionless diffusion equation is

@s

@t
5

@2s

@y2
for 0 � y � 1; (B1)

where s(y, t) is the concentration in the immobile zone at
the distance 1-y from the mobile zone. Under more specific
initial and boundary conditions, a fully analytical solution
may also be derived using the method of separation of vari-
ables. Assuming c(t)5 0

s y; tð Þ5
X

1

i51

cisin
ffiffiffiffi

ai
p

yð Þe2ait (B2)

with

ci52

ð

1

0

s0 yð Þsin ffiffiffiffi

ai
p

yð Þdy: (B3)

[65] Integrating over y leads to the classical expression
of the MRMT model in 1-D. We derive the relation
between the initial concentrations in the MRMT and MINC
models from the general expressions (B2) and (B3). For
MINC, we simply average the concentration along the
immobile zone in NMINC elements of equal dimension 1/
NMINC

SMINC0 jð Þ5NMINC
ð

j

NMINC

j21
NMINC

s0 yð Þdy (B4)

for j5 1, . . ., NMINC. We recall that lower and upper case
concentrations stand, respectively, for continuous and inte-
grated quantities. For MRMT, we express that the

exchanges between mobile and immobile zones are equal
to that in the diffusion solution and find

SMRMT0 ið Þ5 1
2

ffiffiffiffi

ai
p

ci (B5)

for i5 0, . . ., NMRMT, where ci is given by (B3). If we fur-
ther assume that the initial concentration is discretized as in
the MINC model, we can express from (B5) a relation
between the initial concentrations in the MINC and MRMT
models

SMRMT0 ið Þ52sin
ffiffiffiffi

ai
p

2NMINC

� �

X

NMINC

j51

sin

ffiffiffiffi

ai
p

2NMINC
2j21ð Þ

� �

SMINC0 jð Þ;

(B6)

which can also be expressed in algebraic form

SMRMT0 52D0R0S
MINC
0 (B7)

with D0 the square diagonal matrix of size N
2
MRMT

D0 i; jð Þ5sin
ffiffiffiffi

ai
p

2NMINC

� �

d i; jð Þ (B8)

[66] R0 the full rectangular matrix NMRMT. NMINC of
coefficients

R0 i; jð Þ5sin
ffiffiffiffi

ai
p

2NMINC
2j21ð Þ

� �

(B9)

and SMRMT0 5 sMRMT0 1ð Þ; . . .; sMRMT0 NMRMTð Þ
� 	T

and SMINC0 5

sMINC0 1ð Þ; . . .; sMINC0 NMINCð Þ
� 	T

. Aside from the discretiza-

tion and truncation errors in the MINC and MRMT models,
the algebraic relation holds not only at the initial time but
at all times and shows how the concentrations in the immo-
bile zones are related in the MRMT and MINC
frameworks.
[67] The diagonal matrix D0 expresses a global weight-

ing function of the discretization step of the MINC model
while each element (i, j) of the matrix R0 can be considered
as the relative weight of the concentration at the position j/
NMINC in the MINC model to the concentration of the char-
acteristic rate ai in the MRMT model. As shown by Figure
14, the weight R0(i, j) strongly evolves with j/NMINC and,
apart from the smallest rate a1 (i5 1), take both positive
and negative values (in the white and gray parts of the
graph, respectively). Depending on the initial concentra-
tions in the MINC model, some of the initial concentrations
in the MRMT model can be negative. The case of a uni-
form injected concentration in the MINC model is quite
specific as it induces a uniform concentration in the MRMT
model with all initial MRMT concentrations positive
[Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995]. We can indeed show that

2D0 i; ið Þ
XNMINC

j51
R0 i; jð Þ tends to 1 when NMINC tends to

infinity whatever the value of i. The uniform injection case
gives also some indications on the relative contribution of
the MINC zones to the MRMT transfer rates. For a given
rate ai of index i, only the first quarter period of R(i, j) as a
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function of j is nonzero as the remaining of the sum is per-
formed over an integer number of half periods. The critical
value of j below which the sum gives a nonzero contribu-
tion is denoted jc (Figure 14) and is approximately equal to

jc

NMINC
� 1

2i21
: (B10)

[68] For i5 1, the full immobile zone contributes posi-
tively to the first MRMT rate a1, while, for i5 2, only the
first third closest to the mobile zone contributes positively
to the second MRMT rate a2. For higher rates (smaller
characteristic times), the positive contribution to the
MRMT concerns always a smaller part of the immobile
zone next to the mobile zone. Globally, the first transfer
rate of the MRMT model is the sole rate that accounts posi-
tively for around the two-thirds of the immobile zone
remote from the mobile zone. It is a large percentage that is
reflected by the importance in volume of the first rate rela-
tively to the other rates (b1 � 0.8).

Appendix C: Second Moment of the
Concentration Distribution in the Diffusive Flush
of a 1-D Immobile Zone

[69] We start by computing the mean of the concentra-
tion squared in the MINC framework from its expression
derived in Appendix B in the particular case of the same
number of terms for the MINC and MRMT models
NMINC5NMRMT. As the solution (B2) has been obtained
using the method of separation of variables, we express it
as

ð

1

y50

s2 y; tð Þdy5
X

NMINC

k51

X

NMINC

i051

cici0e
2 ai1ai0ð Þt

ð

1

0

sin
ffiffiffiffi

ai
p

yð Þsin ffiffiffiffiffi

ai0
p

yð Þdy

(C1)

which simplifies to

ð

1

y50

s2 y; tð Þdy5
X

NMINC

i51

bi s
MRMT
0 kð Þe2ait

� 	2
(C2)

by using (A11), (B5) and the orthogonality of the sine
functions

ð

1

0

sin
ffiffiffiffi

ai
p

yð Þsin ffiffiffiffiffi

ai0
p

yð Þdy5 1
2
d i; i0ð Þ (C3)

[70] The right-hand side term of equation (C2) is
precisely the solution of the MRMT model with an ini-
tial nonuniform concentration SMRMT0 . The equality (C2)
of the mean squared concentration directly derives from
the orthogonality of the basis function used to express
the analytical solution with the method of separation of
variables. This argument does no longer hold for
higher-order moments for which the product of more
than three sine functions does not integrate necessarily
to 0.

Appendix D: Flush of a 1-D Immobile Zone

[71] To get some additional insights into the conserva-
tion of the concentration variance, we consider the simpler
problem of the flush by diffusion of 1-D immobile zone
corresponding to equations (3), (5), and (6) with uniform
initial conditions

s r; t50ð Þ51: (D1)

[72] The concentration in the mobile zone is set to zero
at all times. Solutions to this simpler problem are fully ana-
lytical both for the diffusion problem (Appendix B, equa-
tions (B2) and (B3)) and for the MRMT model

si tð Þ5exp 2aitð Þ (D2)

for i5 1, . . .,1 and where the coefficients ai are given by
equation (A11). Both solutions are expressed as infinite
series that we truncate at a large enough index (200) so that
the truncation error can be neglected. Parameters are other-
wise identical to those used in the previous section. We
check that the total variation of masses in the immobile
zone are equal for the MRMT and diffusion models (Figure
7a). The M2

1=2 values are also equal between both models
(Figure 7b, black lines). This equality can be demonstrated
analytically in this specific 1-D diffusion case whatever the
initial conditions (Appendix C). The equality fundamen-
tally comes from the orthogonality of the family of func-
tions used to construct the solution within the variable
separation method. The higher-order integrals Mk

1=k how-
ever differ (Figure 7b, colored lines). The full evolution of
Mk

1=k with k is shown in Figure 8 for k ranging from 0.1 to
3.5. It shows that Mk

1=k values are equal between both
models for k5 1 and k5 2. Between 1 and 2, Mk

1=k remain
very similar while they slightly differ for lower and higher
k values. As the moments only slightly differ, the distribu-
tions of concentration remain close between the diffusion
and the MRMT models.
[73] Concerning now the differences between the distri-

butions, the higher differences occur for the lower and
higher values of the order k, which are more sensitive to
the extreme of the distribution. In fact, the maximum con-
centrations differ and their difference can reach 25% (Fig-
ure 7c). They remain higher in the diffusion model than in
the MRMT model as, at early times, they are away from
the mobile zone and unaffected by the evolution of its con-
centration. In the MRMT model, however, the mobile/
immobile exchanges affect all concentrations including
their maximum at once. Minimal concentrations have also
higher probabilities in the diffusion model than in MRMT
(Figure 8). The concentration distribution is wider in the
diffusion model than in MRMT. The stronger importance
of intermediary concentrations in the MRMT model funda-
mentally comes from the extreme dominance of the con-
centrations of the lowest rates with the highest porosity
ratios (Table 1). The concentration distribution dominated
by these few discrete values is narrower with smaller prob-
ability of occurrence of its extremes. To maintain an equiv-
alent exchange between mobile and immobile zones,
MRMT thus includes a compensation mechanism where
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less smaller concentrations are compensated by less larger
concentrations.
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